DCC During
Covid-19 Pandemic
Gift for Volunteers & staff
The success does not fall from the sky to us. On
behalf of school’s manager, I am always proud of the
people who try to help DCC grow. I am not the only
one who makes my work well-proccessed but
sponsors, my colleague and volunteers play a key
role to support DCC forward . Here are small gifts to
them for efforts they have been with the school
though it is a very tough circumstance.

The Public Speaking Contest
The public speaking class has founded more than 2 years.
The reason why it has been set up, we aims at building
more confidence in English speaking, inspiring students to
be brave enough to communicate with different people in
public, knowing how to work in group with their friends
and doing more researches on topics assigned by a
teacher. This year, we were so proud of three girls who did
the best to succeed in the contest in couple months ago.

The Online Classes
The online classes are the best choice for the pandemic.
Though we live apart. It is a global face. but I think every
country does the same. DCC has started the online classes
since the first outbreak of covid19. We know that there
are many challeges to be faced during study because we
are a developing country. However, this program gives us
so much attention due to the internet problem, First
students feel a bit boring. Now they really enjoy learning.
It is a new technology they have ever met so far.
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Reward for winners
There are many ways to encourage students when they
get a succcess. DCC decides to provide the winners with
some gifts for their efforts. We hope this will be a good
example for others to be followed. During a very
difficult time, we always inspire them to focus on their
study though we know that it is a new technology but
we can gain new knowledges from online learining as
well.

Going to University
This year, There are three more students to go to
university. Though the covid19 has been affected a lot of
areas in Cambodia but the national exam will take place in
early December as schedule. I hope our senior students
will pass their exam in a very near future then they will
pursue their higher education in the university they wish to
go to.

Bachelor’s Degree Graduation
Sothida ken, is one of our senior students, who learned with DCC ten
years ago. Recently, she has been supported to go to university by
DCC in cooperation with HELP’s scholaship program for five years.
Thida studied in the major of Law. She has just graduated her
bachelor degree. We are very proud of her success. Thida is so much
grateful to HELP Cambodia and her sponsors, Mark Stephen & his
wife for transforming her life.
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